I. Introduction And Literature Review
This paper considers the buying and ordering policies of a newsvendor-type retailer, faced with the possibility of backordering at least some of the shortages incurred from demand underestimation. The backordering occurs through an emergency purchase of the items in question at some premium over the regular purchasing cost. In turn, the retailer offers to the end-customers left out of the initial sale a rebate incentive upon purchase of each item backordered.
The problem of backordering shortage items has been considered by Weng (2004) and Zhou and Wang (2009) . A different model of lost sales recapture was discussed by Arcelus, Gor and Srinivasan (2012) . This paper is similar in lines of and Gor (2013, 2014(a) ,(b),(c)). Here, we use an entirely different fill rate function than Arcelus, Gor and Srinivasan (2012) and Patel and Gor (2013) and include sensitivities to the beta distribution over and above the one for uniform and normal distribution discussed in Patel and Gor (2014(b) ,(c)). We describe the characteristics of the model, develop the objective function and derive the profitmaximizing optimality conditions that are shown to be unique. We present a numerical example. In addition to illustrating the main features of the model and discussing some comparative statics of interest, this section attempts to conjecture the behavioural relationship between various parameters and variables. A conclusions section completes the paper. Table 1 lists the notations used throughout the paper. 
II.

III. Model Formulation
In this section, we describe the key characteristics of the model, formulate the retailer's profitmaximizing objective function and derive the optimality conditions. Observe that, in the development of the models, the arguments of the functions are omitted whenever possible, to simplify notation.
IV. Characteristics of the model Characteristic 1: Key properties of the demand function.
The random single-period total demand, D(p,ε), is of the form:
has an IPE or increasing price elasticity, e, which satisfies the following condition:
ε has a GSIFR or generalized strictly increasing failure rate, I ε , since
Characteristic 2: A fill rate, Ω, given by the following expression:
Characteristic 3: The stocking factor, z
Detailed discussion on the above three characteristics can be found in Patel and Gor (2013), Patel and Gor (2014 (a),(b),(c)).
The retailer's profit-maximizing objective
The retailer profit function is decomposable into two parts, depending upon whether the retailer order quantity exceeds or understates the demand for the product. If the first, then q exceeds D and the retailer sells D units at p per unit, disposes of the rest at a salvage value of v per unit and incurs an acquisition cost of c for each of the q units ordered. If the second, q is below D, in which case the retailer buys and sells the q units at a profit margin of (p-c) per unit, acquires a fraction Ω of the shortage demand at a premium d per unit, sells it at (p-r), the regular selling price, p, net of the per unit rebate offered, r, and pays a shortage penalty of s per unit on the rest of the merchandise. Formally, the functional form of the retailer's profit function, π(p,q,r), is as follows:
The objective is to find the levels of p, q and r that maximizes E(p,q,r), the retailer's expected profit.
Using (3) and (4), it can be readily seen that E may be written as follows: 
First-order optimality conditions:
To simplify the explanation, only the additive-error/linear-demand case will be discussed. The multiplicative case can be developed along the same lines. Let
be the first derivative of the expected profit with respect to each of the decision variables. Setting these derivatives to zero, we obtain the following first-order optimality conditions.
The detailed economic interpretations of the optimality conditions above can be found in Patel and Gor (2014(b) ).
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Given the central objective of the paper, our numerical analysis centers on the impact of fluctuations in basem of the fill rate function, upon the fill rate, Ω, and through it, upon the retailer's profit-maximizing pricing, ordering, rebate policies. All computations were carried out with MAPLE's Optimization toolbox.
Base-case numerical structure
We consider three components of the beta distribution, which may be left-skewed (Table 2 .1), symmetrical ( Table 2. 2) or right-skewed (Table 2. 3). This aspect is the most significant contribution in this paper. Each component consists of two sets of examples that serve as the base-case for the analysis of this section. The first (second) set, denoted by AL (MI), assumes the deterministic demand, g, to be linear (isoelastic) and its error, additive (multiplicative), i.e. demand total MI for p demand total AL for p p D
For comparability purposes, this section operates with the parameter values of Patel and Gor (2014(b),(c)) to which suitable values forthe remaining parametershave been added. The beta distribution has been selected because of its flexibility to accommodate observed phenomenon, through appropriate changes in the distribution parameters. The probability density function of the general, fourparameter beta distribution, denoted by f(y/a,b,α,β), and its corresponding standard beta density function, are listed in the following characteristic. 
Newsboy problem with lost sales recapture as function of Whereb(a)is the largest (smallest) value of y; α and β, the shape parametersof the beta distribution; and Β(α,β), the beta function, designed to ensurethatthe total area under the density curves identified by the first two equations in (8) equals 1. Further for maximum comparability among probability distributions, all cases are related to random variable uniformly distributed over the interval (-3,500, 1,500), for the AL demand model and (0.7, 1.1), for its MI counterpart. Either support interval describes the Beta Distribution completely. To simplify the explanation, only the ALcase is described in detail. The MI case follows a similar procedure. Further,U(-3,500, 1,500) yields a mean of =(b+a)/2= -1,000 and a standard deviation of . For the normal, we use the same mean of μ n =μ u =-1000 and assume that the (b-a) interval covers 6 standard deviations of the normal distribution, thereby . Hence, N(-1000, 800) also describes the distribution completely and ensures that the support of the uniform distribution, (-3500, 1500), covers in excess of 99% of the normal distribution. Finally, the generalized beta distribution has as values of (a,b) = (-3500, 1500), the upper and lower limits of the uniform support interval. Similarly, through the transformation in (8) , the standard beta caseyields (a,b)=(0, 1). The values of αandβ will vary to simulate whether the distribution is left skewed (α<β), right skewed (α>β) or symmetrical (α=β). With respect to the means of the beta distributions, the mean of the standard beta, α/ (α +β), which amounts to ¼, 1 or ¾, for the left skewed (α=1; β=3), symmetrical (α=β=3) and right-skewed (α=3; β=1)cases, respectively. For the generalized beta, with (a,b)=(-3500, 1500), we use the variable transformation of (9), to obtain the mean of y, from , as follows :
As shown in Tables 2.1 -2.3 (9) leads to a value for of -2250, -1000 or 250, for the left-skewed, the symmetrical and the right-skewed beta distributions, respectively. V. 
Numerical example and Sensitivity Analysis
The optimal results using MAPLE for the fill rate model with varied base on Table   3 .1-3.3 (Beta D.). The reader can refer to Patel&Gor (2014(b),(c)) for comparability purposes with Uniform and Normal distribution cases. Both the cases Additive Error Linear Demand and Multiplicative Error Iso-elastic Demand are showcased to highlight the variations in the optimal solutions too. The following observations and interpretations are made:
VIII.
(a) The optimal policy for the fill rate model with m=2, as shown in row 4 of Table 3 Newsboy problem with lost sales recapture as function of 
Contrasting retailer's policies across distributions
With respect to the second issue, contrasting retailer's policies across distributions, we perceive strong directional differences in profitability, due to the degree of asymmetry embedded in each distribution. In fact, even in the case of uniform, normal and symmetrical beta, with equal mean and support, one cannot expect exact comparisons, since the normal case needs, of necessity, to be truncated in such a way that the uniform support covers the overwhelming normal range. Nevertheless, in the simple numerical case reported here, we modified (α,β), from (1, 3) to (3, 1) . The outcome observed in all of these AL numerical experiments, regardless of the size or the direction of the parameters changed to generate various types of asymmetric distributions is quite clear: the left-skewed (right-skewed)beta distribution yields the least (most) profitable retailer policies, with the symmetrical cases, in between.Further, changes in the direction of the selling price (p*↓, for the rightskewed beta; p*↑, for the remaining cases) differ across distributions.
Some Concluding Comments
The primary contribution of this paper has been to consider the impact upon the ordering and pricing policies of a newsvendor-type, profit-maximizing retailer, faced with the possibility of backordering at least some of the shortages incurred from demand underestimation, by offering some rebate incentives for waiting. The backlog fill rate, representing the probability of the end-customers returning to satisfy their unfilled demand, is modelled as a function of the size of the rebate offered relative to the selling price. The decision variables are the selling price, the order size and the rebate offered as an incentive to satisfy at least a portion of the unfulfilled demand. Sensitivities of the demand errors in the form of beta distribution rather than the uniform and normal distribution serve as an extension to the previous work by the authors.
